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Nicole Oresme 

In his Livre du ciel et du monde Oresme discussed a range of evidence for and against the daily 

rotation of the Earth on its axis.[10] From astronomical considerations, he maintained that if 

the Earth were moving and not the celestial spheres, all the movements that we see in the 

heavens that are computed by the astronomers would appear exactly the same as if the spheres 

were rotating around the Earth. He rejected the physical argument that if the Earth were moving 

the air would be left behind causing a great wind from east to west. In his view the Earth, Water, 

and Air would all share the same motion.[11]As to the scriptural passage that speaks of the 

motion of the Sun, he concludes that "this passage conforms to the customary usage of popular 

speech" and is not to be taken literally.[12] He also noted that it would be more economical for 

the small Earth to rotate on its axis than the immense sphere of the stars.[13] Nonetheless, he 

concluded that none of these arguments were conclusive and "everyone maintains, and I think 

myself, that the heavens do move and not the Earth."[14] 

Critiques of astrology 

In his mathematical work, Oresme developed the notion of incommensurate fractions, fractions 

that could not be expressed as powers of one another, and made probabilistic, statistical 

arguments as to their relative frequency.[15] From this, he argued that it was very probable that 

the length of the day and the year were incommensurate (irrational), as indeed were the periods 

of the motions of the moon and the planets. From this, he noted that planetary conjunctions and 

oppositions would never recur in quite exactly the same way. Oresme maintained that this 

disproves the claims of astrologers who, thinking "they know with punctual exactness the 

motions, aspects, conjunctions and oppositions… [judge] rashly and erroneously about future 

events."[16] 

Oresme's critique of astrology in his Livre de divinacions treats it as having six parts.[17] The 

first, essentially astronomy, the movements of heavenly bodies, he considers good science but 

not precisely knowable. The second part deals with the influences of the heavenly bodies on 

earthly events at all scales. Oresme does not deny such influence, but states, in line with a 

commonly held opinion,[18] that it could either be that arrangements of heavenly bodies signify 

events, purely symbolically, or that they actually cause such events, deterministically. 

Mediaevalist Chauncey Wood remarks that this major elision "makes it very difficult to 

determine who believed what about astrology".[18] 
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The third part concerns predictiveness, covering events at three different scales: great events 

such as plagues, famines, floods and wars; weather, winds and storms; and medicine, with 

influences on the humours, the four Aristotelian fluids of the body. Oresme criticizes all of 

these as misdirected, though he accepts that prediction is a legitimate area of study, and argues 

that the effect on the weather is less well known than the effect on great events. He observes 

that sailors and farmers are better at predicting weather than astrologers, and specifically attacks 

the astrological basis of prediction, noting correctly that the zodiac has moved relative to the 

fixed stars (because of precession of the equinoxes) since the zodiac was first described in 

ancient times.[18] These first three parts are what Oresme considers the physical influences of 

the stars and planets (including sun and moon) on the earth, and while he offers critiques of 

them, he accepts that effects exist. The last three parts are what Oresme considers to concern 

(good or bad) fortune. They are interrogations, meaning asking the stars when to do things such 

as business deals; elections, meaning choosing the best time to do things such as getting married 

or fighting a war; and nativities, meaning the natal astrology with birth charts that forms much 

of modern astrological practice. Oresme classifies interrogations and elections as "totally false" 

arts, but his critique of nativities is more measured. He denies that any path is predetermined 

by the heavenly bodies, because humans have free will, but he accepts that the heavenly bodies 

can influence behaviour and habitual mood, via the combination of humours in each person. 

Overall, Oresme's skepticism is strongly shaped by his understanding of the scope of astrology. 

He accepts things a modern skeptic would reject, and rejects some things — such as the 

knowability of planetary movements, and effects on weather — that are accepted by modern 

science.[19] 

Sense perception: 

In discussing the propagation of light and sound, Oresme adopted the common medieval 

doctrine of the multiplication of species,[20] as it had been developed by optical writers such 

as Alhacen, Robert Grosseteste, Roger Bacon, John Pecham, and Witelo.[21] Oresme 

maintained that these species were immaterial, but corporeal (i.e., three-dimensional) 

entities.[22] 

Mathematics: 

Oresme's most important contributions to mathematics are contained in Tractatus de 

configurationibus qualitatum et motuum. In a quality, or accidental form, such as heat, he 

distinguished the intensio (the degree of heat at each point) and the extensio (as the length of 
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the heated rod). These two terms were often replaced by latitudo and longitudo. For the sake of 

clarity, Oresme conceived the idea of visualizing these concepts by plane figures, approaching 

what we would now call rectangular co-ordinates. The intensity of the quality was represented 

by a length or latitudoproportional to the intensity erected perpendicular to the base at a given 

point on the base line, which represents the longitudo. Oresme proposed that the geometrical 

form of such a figure could be regarded as corresponding to a characteristic of the quality itself. 

Oresme defined a uniform quality as that which is represented by a line parallel to the longitude, 

and any other quality as difform. Uniformly varying qualities are represented by a straight line 

inclined to the axis of the longitude, while he described many cases of nonuniformly varying 

qualities. Oresme extended this doctrine to figures of three dimensions. He considered this 

analysis applicable to many different qualities such as hotness, whiteness, and sweetness. 

Significantly for later developments, Oresme applied this concept to the analysis of local motion 

where the latitudo or intensity represented the speed, the longitudo represented the time, and 

the area of the figure represented the distance travelled.[23] 

He shows that his method of figuring the latitude of forms is applicable to the movement of a 

point, on condition that the time is taken as longitude and the speed as latitude; quantity is, then, 

the space covered in a given time. In virtue of this transposition, the theorem of the latitudo 

uniformiter difformis became the law of the space traversed in case of uniformly varied motion; 

thus Oresme published what was taught over two centuries prior to Galileo's making it 

famous.[24][25] Diagrams of the velocity of an accelerating object against time in On the 

Latitude of Forms by Oresme[26]have been cited to credit Oresme with the discovery of "proto 

bar charts".[27][28] 

 

Kaynak: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicole_Oresme 

 


